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Knowing the Papers

AO1 - Identifying, Interpreting and Synthesising

•

To secure top marks throughout the paper, you need to be able to utilise micro-quotations. These will allow you more time and space to ensure your
analysis is sustained, as well as ensure that you focus is as tight as possible – sometimes just a single word.

•
•
•
•

How many marks is each paper worth?
How are the marks divided across the
questions?
Approximately how minutes do you
have per mark on each paper?

How are the assessment objectives
(AOs) divided across the questions?

What are the key differences between
the two papers?

AO2 - Analysing Language and
Structure
You must be able to identify a range of
methods that the writers use to help them
express their opinion.

Writer’s methods are any techniques
(language or structure) that they have used
deliberately to help support their ideas. They
are the tools a writer uses to build a piece
of writing.
However, to get into the top marks it
is useful for you to be able to spot any
patterns that the writer uses, as well as the
‘interrelationship’ between language and
structure.
Are all the metaphors from a particular
semantic field?

Is all the alliteration of fricative sounds?

Does the structure of a sentence compliment
the choice of vocabulary within it?
If you do not know what judicious means, get
a dictionary and look it up.

Select any exam paper and turn to question
3. Check the question focus and highlight
your evidence. Look for patterns across the
text, as well as considering how the language
and structure compliment and reinforce one
another in order to create specific effects.

Take an exam paper and read the attached text. Make several statements about what you think the text is about and then select the most appropriate
micro-quotations to support your points.
Part of AO1 is also your ability to draw conclusions across more than one text, as you must do on Q7a of Paper 2.

Take a Paper 2 and read the two texts. Make a bullet-pointed list of all the key ideas in text one and then look for similarities in text two.

To secure your mark, ensure you are considering the similarities in the subtext as well as the more obvious messages (the text). Look at the two texts
again, make a list of all the surface similarities and a second list of all the sub-textual similarities, along with the evidence to support these similarities.

AO3 - Comparing Writer’s Viewpoints and Perspectives
Once you have decided on the perspectives of the writers in the two
texts, this question then wants you to decide on what is similar, different
or both about the writers’ perspectives.
However, one of the key words here is: perceptive.

There will be some very obvious similarities and differences between the
two texts. There is nothing wrong with using these as a starting point
but to be more perceptive you need to think again. What else could you
write about – what might other people miss?

even different? Search for the tiny details other people will miss.

Do the same again, but this time start with a very obvious difference.

To secure your mark, you will need to justify these viewpoints through
both evidence and an understanding of the writer’s methods. Remember
to ensure that the methods you are identifying are both relevant and
to look for patterns, considering how the language and structure work
together to support the writer’s opinions.

Create a mind map for yourself that starts with one very obvious
similarity. Then: think again. Within that similarity what else is similar or

AO4 - Evaluating

Bringing It All Together

The evaluation questions are all about being able to analyse and evaluate the writer’s choice,
considering both what makes them successful and judging their level of success.

You will need a new exam paper for this one.

•
ideas
•
events
However, you can also comment on the language and structure, provided it is relevant.

Next, at the top of each question, write some
quick advice about what to include in your
answer.

This isn’t as specific as an AO2 question. Use ‘SITE’ as a guide to help you find evidence:
•
settings
•
themes

The key word in this top band is: persuasive. It’s not just about putting across your opinion –
you need to back it up so well that the examiner can’t help but agree with you!
One way to do this is to look for patterns across the text, much like you need to in AO2. Do
certain elements of the text reinforce ideas or emotions?
Consider which are the most successful elements of the text and why that is the case.
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Go through the exam paper label each
question with the correct AOs. How are they
weighted across the wo papers?

Once you feel confident, have a go!

You can use the advice you’ve left yourself
to help you plan an answer, and also to check
your answers against at the end.
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